Compartment Hook Divider

Part Number: **CHD**

Compartment Hook Divider attaches to Compartment Crosstube and can be positioned at 45° or 90°. Divider features 1/4" diameter balls spaced 2” apart starting at 5” from rear. The 22”D Divider has an additional support wire.

**Product Details:**

- 3/8” diameter rod
- 1/4” diameter balls spaced 2” apart, starting 5” from rear
- Fits into Compartment Crosstube at 45° or 90°, except 22”D (90° only)
- 22” long has additional support wire

**Product Options and Numbers**

Example Part #: **CHD 10 PLT**

**Compartment Hook Divider: CHD**

**Depth:** 10", 13", 16", 19", 22"

**Standard Finish:** **PLT**, Optional Catalog Colors
- Platinum